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Answer all 3 (three) questions. Figures in the right margin indicate full marks of questions whereas

corresponding CO and PO are written within parentheses.

a) Using DDA based algorithm1 generate the set of points to draw a line between the two points
(–3, –2) and (–9, –4).

6
(COI)
(POI)

b) Derive the appropriate Bresenham’s algorithm to generate the set of points to draw a line
between the two points (ot 0) and (3) 9). Using your derived algorithm, generate the set of
points while showing the value of decision variable, d and the directional change in everY
step

8 +6
(C03)
(P02)

c) Can there be any case where the set of points generated by a Bresenham’s algorithm will be
different than the ones generated by a DDA based algorithm? With suitable example and/or

reasoning, justify your choice.

5

(C02)
(P02)

2. A robotic arm, made of inflatable rubber material, is linked in a kinematic chain as shown in
Figure 1. As it is made of rubber material, each node is capable of stretching uniformIY UP to 1.5

times. The offsets9 initial orientations, and constraints for each of the nodes and the flnal actuator
are given in the Figure 1. Based on the given information, answer the following questions:

Actuator

Ofbet: (0, 40)
Orientaion: 0'

Constraint: [0' 0'’]

node 2

Offset: (0, 80)
Orientaion: Oc’

Constraint: None

node 1

Offset: (0, 160)
Orientaion: 0'’
Constraint: [-100'. 100']

node 0

Offset: (250, 50)

Orientaion: (0', 0')
Constraint: [-180'’, 180']
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Figure 1: Robotic arm layout for Question 2
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a) Consid„ th, h,t ,.,ft„n,f,.„m,ti„., f.' '”h 'f the nodes given in Table 1

Table 1: KInematic chain of robotic arm for Question 2

12
(COI)

(POI)

Node

node 0

node 1

List of Transformations

Rotate clockwise by 190'’

Rotate counter-clockwise bY 90'
Scale up 1.2x uniformIY

Rotate counter-counter clockwise bY 45'node 2

K„ping th, ,.n,t„int, i„ mind, d„iv, the world coordinates Qf each of the nodes and the
ach;ato}. Show necessary calculations in each stage-

Inverse Kinematic:s (IK).

c ) \N\\ a t :a jjng i = : :::: : : It:: ) ]:=: : :::: :he :r===:: i : : : : rcd::IleaFtT: iI :: : For= = 1::eoTt #e
;obotic arm? Explain with appropriate justifIcation.

roughly match proportrons.

with it, £ention the sets of points for drawing the curve

c) With a proper example, describe how displacement mapping along with subdivision surface
helps in modeling complex geometrY in computer Waphics

8
(C02)
(P02)

5
(COI)

(P02)

4 + 6
(COI)
(POI)

3.

5 + 3
(C02)

(P02)

7
(COI)
(POI)
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